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JUDGMENT AND ORDER
The prosecution case as unfolded in the FIR is that

1.

on

4 .4 .1 99

8 at around 7. 1 5 P.M accused Md Joynal

Abedin, sri Krishna
Contd...

(2)

Chouhan, Sri Kartick Ch Dey, Meser

Ali,

Md Amir

Ali,

Md Riyaz

Uddin, Md Kalachand Sheikh and many others armed with weapons
ghearoed the informant's husband Tamiz Uddin Ahmed in front of Dutta

pharmacy and to save life when Tamiz Uddin Ahmed attempted

to

run

away from there, then the accused persons had hacked him blow with
weapon upon his abdomen, neck, arm etc due to which he sustained
grievous injuries. On hearing hue and cry, the accused persons fled away

from there. After the incident the injured was taken to BRPL hospital.
Regarding the incident on receipt

2.

of the FIR

on

4.4.1998 lodged by Smti Hanufa Begum the wife of the deceased Tamiz

Uddin Ahmed the O.C. Bongaigaon Police Station registered a

case

being Bongaigaon Police Station Case No. 4311998 U/S
147134113071326.

Later on, as the injured Tamiz Uddin Ahmed died,

hence on the prayer of the Investigating Officer section 3021109 IPC was

added. In course of investigation, the Investigating Officer took steps for

conducting inquest

and postmortem

examination on the dead body,

recorded the statement of the witnesses, visited the place of occurrence,

collected
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postmortem examination report and

at the close of

investigation laid charge sheet U/S 302134 IPC against the accused
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the

persons namely Amir

Ali, Riyaz uddin, Joynal Abedin, Kalachand
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Sheikh, Kartick Dey, Meser

Zamir Uddin
Meser

Ali

Sarkaq Krishna Chouhan, Abdul Barrek,

and Moslem Ali

Ali Sarkar

amongst whom, case against accused

was abetted being expired and the case against accused

Muslim Ali, Abdul Barrek and Jamiruddin was filed as absconder'
persons namely
Hence this case proceeded against other six accused
Contd....

(3)

Jaynal Abedin, Krishna chouhan, Kartick
Uddin and Kalachand Sheikh.
3

ch

Dey, Amir

Ali,

Riyaz

'

Accused persons entered their appearance. They
were furnished with all the necessary copies
as required u/s 207 cr.p.c,
Then the offence u/S 302 rpc being exclusively
triabre by the court of
Session,

the

learned Additional

chief Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon

vide order dated r8.4.200g committed the case
to the court of Session.
Bongaigaon.

4'

After receiving the case and on appearance of the

accused persons, learned Additional sessions
Judge, FTC framed charge
against the accused persons namely Md Joynal
Abedin, Sri Krishna

chouhan, sri Kartick ch Dey, Md Amir Ali, Md Riyaz uddin
and Md
Kalachand Sheikh @Kalachand Mandal uls 302134
lpc. The accused
persons having preaded not guilty, the case
was put to trial.
5.

In this case to rope the accused persons for

committing offence uls 302134 Ipc prosecution side examined
as many
as 12 witnesses. After closure of prosecution evidence
accused persons

,'1 i\

were examined
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allegations levelled against them and pleaded innocence.
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u/s 313 cr.p.c. The accused persons

denied all the

I

have heard

argument of both sides and also gone through the materials
on record.
6.

Contd...

(4)

I)

Whether the accused persons on 4.4. t99B at

7.1 5

P.M infront of the Dutta Pharmacy at Tuniapar

under Bongaigaon police station in furtherance

of

common intention committed murder by

intentionally causing death of Tamijuddin Ahmecl
and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S
302/34 rPC

?

THEREOF:

During argument learned Public Prosecutor Mrs

7.

Barua submits that the prosecution has been able

cogent and reliable evidence

to

J.

prove by adducing

that the accused persons and none else

caused the death of the deceased intentionallv.

In ernphatic refutation, the learned defence counsel

8.

Mr

P. Baidya has argued that from the analysis

show

that prosecution

of the evidence of pws

failed to prove the culpability of the accused

pesons to rope them with offence U/S 302134IPC.
9.
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the evidence adduced by the prosecution so as to facilitate a better
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appreciate the arguments advanced on

behalf of both sides, it is considered next to take a synopsised stack of
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In order to

,..

comprehensive of the facets of the lis and the desired adjudication.
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10.

PW 1

Hanufa Begum is the informant as well

as

the wife of the deceased. She deposed that on the day of incident at
around 7.30 P.M while her husbandTamiz Uddin Ahmed with 2 years
Contd...

(5)

old son Mofiz was standing in front

of "Mofiz Takies" upon the road, at

that time accused Amir, zamir, Krishna chouhan, Kalachand, Joynal,
Riyaz and Kartick armed with dagger attacked him and also hacked
blows with dagger as a result, Tamiz Uddin Ahmed sustained injuries on
his abdomen, left arm, shoulder and back. Besides, her son Mofiz also
sustained injuries over his

incident one Sakiron

lip by falling upon ground.

Seeing the

( a labour) had brought Mofiz therefrom. pw

1

further stated that hearing hulla, she came to the place of occurrence and
found her husband lying upon road. Then she took the injured to BRPL
hospital wherein in front of doctor and herself, the injured stated that the
accused persons had cut him with

dagger. on the very night, on being

referred, they had taken the injured towards Guwahati but on the way, at

Manikpur he breathed his last. Later

on,

postmortem examination on

the dead body was done at Kokrajhar civil hospital. During cross
stated that she had seen the incident
accused

she

of cutting her husband by the

persons. Regarding the incident she lodged an

Bongaigaon Police station on the very night at about

FIR

at

l0 p.M implicating

the name of the accused persons. According to her, the said FIR was
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written by police of Bongaigaon Police station. After two days
lodged another

FIR. She further stated that when her husband

she

was
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attacked, then her son Mofiz was not in her deceased husband's lap. At
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that time she was in the lap of Sakiron. But that statement was not stated
before the Investigating Officer. During cross again she stated that at the

time of incident she was at home and hearing hulla when she reached the
place of occurrence, she had seen that the accused persons armed with
Contd....

(6)
dagger fled away therefrom. She further
stated that she had seen accused
zamir and Amir fleeing away therefrom.
she stated that from dying

declaration of her husband, she came to
know the name of the accused
persons' Again she stated that knowing about
the incident when reached
the place ofoccurrence, she had seen her
husband rying upon the ground
with cut injuries in the verandah of Dutta pharrnacy.
She aileged
that

prior to the incident there was dispute between
the accused persons and
the bazar committee of which her husband
was the president
and hence

the accused persons had grudged upon her husband.
She further stated
that at the time of giving dying declaration
she arongwith the o.c
Lashkar of Bongaigaon porice station and
617 other police personnel
were present. She admitted that at the time
of recording statement U/S
161 cr.P.c, her husband enquired the name
of the accused persons and
except providing treatment, the doctors of BRpL
hospital had not asked
the deceased about the incident.
11.

PW 2 Dina Ranjan Chakrabory in his

evidence

stated that on 4.4.1998 in between 7.00 to
7.30 p.M when he was in the
market premises, he heard hulla and from one Biplab
Biswas, a member

of Bazar committee heard that Tamiz Uddin Ahmed vice president
of
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Bazar committee was inflicted with cut injuries
by some miscreants. He
had seen Tamiz uddin Ah,red in front of Dutta pharmacy
with

injury on

his neck, shoulder, arm and stomach. After the incident
the injured was
taken to BRPL hospital, but later on he succumbed to
the injuries. During
cross he stated that at the time of incident there was no
electric light in
the place of occurrence. He had seen the injured

with profuse
Contd....

(7)

bleeding. The injured was lying in a pool of blood and he was not in

a

position to talk at that time. After 10/15 minutes of his arrival. the wife

ofthe deceased reached there.
t2.

PW 3 Hasen Ali in his evidence stated that

on

4.4.1998 in between 7.00-7.30 P.M, as per direction of deceasedTamiz

Uddin, he went to the residence of the deceased to give some sweets for

arrival of some guest of the deceased and after he reached the house of

the deceased, he heard alarm of a married woman, the servant of
deceased that Tamiz Uddin was assaulted by some miscreants as a result

of which he sustained cut injuries. Then he immediately rushed to the
spot and found Tamiz Uddin Ahmed lying in front of Dutta pharmacy

with injuries on his neck, shoulder and stomach with profuse bleeding.
He also had seen many persons there alongwith wife of the injured. After

the incident the injured was taken to BRPL hospital

by himself,

Tarun

Mazumder, Dhiren Chakraborty and on being referred to GMCH when

the deceased was taken to Guwahati he breathed his last at Manikpur.
But neither he knew nor heard from the woman servant of Tamiz Uddin
Ahmed about the name of the assailants. At this stage, the witness was
declared hostile by the prosecution side. During cross by defence he
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stated

near the

cinema hall, probably two bodo people approached the deceased for
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that while he was standing by the side of Tamiz Uddin
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some

donation. Thereafter

as told by the deceased, he proceeded to the

house of the deceased to give sweets for his police guest and after about
10/15 minutes, he heard cry of Sakiron. Then he came out from the
Contd...

(8)
residence of the deceased and in the beam

of torch light had seen Tamiz

Uddin in injured condition.
13.

PW

4

Ram Ch Ray deposed that on 4.4.199g at
about 5 P.M when he was taking tea atNimai tea stall at Tuniapar,
New
Bongaigaon, at that time on request

of

to call

deceased, he went

one

Biplab Bose who had a pan shop at Tuniapar market and after half

an

hour when he accompanied with Biplab Bose returned towards Nimai tea

stall, on the way he heard that some body had assaulted the deceased.
Then he rushed to the spot and found the deceased lying in a pool of
blood in front of Dutta pharmacy situated at Tuniapar market area. After
the occurrence, the injured was taken to BRpL hospital but on the way to

night. He does not know who had assaulted the
He proved his signature Ext 1(l) in the seizure list as Ext l.

Guwahati he died at
deceased.

During cross he stated that the seizure list was not read over to him.
According to him, police seized a blood stained shirt in presence of him

but he could not say the colour of the shirt. His signature was taken
inside the 'Mofiz Takies' cinema hall at about

l0lll.00 A.M

on the next

day of the occuffence. During cross he stated that atthe tirne of incident

r1 .r

there was load shedding and at that time the injured was not in a position
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to speak.

14.

PW 5, Dr Abani Kr Gosowami, the medical officer

conducted the autopsy on the dead body of the deceased on 5.4.1998 at

Dhubri Civil Hospital.
Doctor found that the deceased sustained (1)
Contd^..

(e)
stitched wound at right maxillary area measuring 3 cm

xI

cm

xI

cm,

(2) stitched wound at right upper half of neck measuring 6 cm x 1 cm x
1cm - 3 numbers, (3) stitched wound at right side of neck measuring 15
cm x 1 cm x 1 cm, (4) incised wound at right upper part front of chest

mid clavicluar line measuring 3 cm x 2 cm x 1 cm, (5) incised wound
front side of forearm lower half measuring 4 cm x 1 cm
incised wound at left forearm outer aspect measuring

x I cm, (6)
1cm x I cm x 1cm,

(7) one deep stab wound at right side of upper abdomen measuring 9 cm,
x 4 cm x deep inside of abdomen just below ribs omentume expelled out
and (8) one deep stab wound at lower abdomen measuring 3 cm below

ambilicus, 9 cm

x 4 cm small intestine expelled out both abdominal

wounds transversely placed.

Abdominal cavity

full of blood and blood clot.

Transverse colon with vessels coresponding to No.7 wound have one
stab wound 3 cm x 2 cm liquid stool present.

Small intestine corresponding to no.8 wound have
penetrating wound 3 cm x 2 cm.

Mesentaric vessels incised
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different

areas.

Corresponding to no.8.
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at

Heart

-

Healthy, empty.

Liver

-
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Stab wound at anterior surface

of

liver"

coresponding to no.7 wound, already described 3 cm x 2cmx1cm.
Contd...

(
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Injuries are ante mortem in nature.

Doctor opined that death

is

due

to shock and

haemorrhage as a result of injuries sustained by
the deceased. He proved
the postmortem examination report, Ext 2. During
cross he stated that
abdomenal cavity was full of blood and blood
clot and liver injury was
serious in nature. According to him a person with such
injury may
generally survive for 48 hours and patient *ray
also die immediately.

The entire condition depends upon physical health of the injured
and
with such injuries as sustained by the injured may go for
immediate deep

shock. According to him, ability to talk with such injuries
depends upon
physical health of the injured. pw 5 also stated that he
found eight
number of injuries and injury noJ and g are severe in
nature. He stated
that in case of cut injury of larynx, breathing problem causes
if there is
any blood clot obstructs.
15.

he alongwith Dr p.c. Borthakur and Dr R. Hussain recorded the
dying
declaration of deceased Tamiz uddin Ahmed who was in serious
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PW 6 Dr Binod Ch Sarma deposed that on 4.4.tggg
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condition with stabbing injury. He stated that the dying declaration was
recorded in presence of Mr G.C. Deka, S.I. of Dhaligaon police station.

According to him, the deceased gave statement that he was stabbed by
Amir Ali, Riyaz uddin, Joynal Abeddin, Kala chand, Kartick Dey, Maser

Ali with few others. The deceased made decraration
Uddin and Joynal

that Amir

Ali stabbed him mostly and Kala chand

also

Ali, Riyaz
joined

Contd....

(11)

them in stabbing. As per declaration there was dispute regarding
shifting
of bazar and with regard to that, a case was pending. He proved the
dying declaration Ext 3 wherein Ext 3(l) is his signature.

He

proved the signature

of

also

Dr p.c. Borthakur as Ext 3(2), signature of Dr R.

Hussain as Ext 3(3). He stated

that Dr p.c. Borthakur had taken the

thumb impression of the deceased as he was unable to put his signature
at that moment. During cross he stated that the dying declaration
was

reduced into writing by Dr p.c. Borthakur. According to him,
the dying
declaration was made in Assamese language and it was not written in
question answer form. He also admitted that it is not mentioned
in Ext 3
that at that moment the deceased was in a fit condition to give dying

declaration. According to him, the injured Tamiz Uddin Ahmed died
after half an hour after recording his statement. He further stated that at
the time of recording the dying declaration, the patient was kept lying in

the treatment room and at that time except S.I. of police none was
present there.
16.

PW 7 Dr Probin Ch Borthakur in his evidence stated

l\xt

that on 4.4.1998 at about 9 p.M he examined the iniured ramiz uddin
Ahmed at BRPL hospital and in course of investigation Tamiz uddin

6T*,,";r';.,;,.I

Ahmed gave his dying declaration in presence of himself, Dr B.c.
Sarma, Dr R. Hussain and S.I. G.c. Deka of Dhaligaon police station. As

/ ,ro'

per his evidence deceased Tamiz uddin Ahmed gave his dying
declaration that he was stabbed by Amir AIi, Riyaz Uddin, Joynal
Abedin, Kala chand, Kartick Dey and Maser

Ali with few others.

also categorically stated that the deceased in his statement stated that
Contd....

He

(12)
Amir Ali, Riyaz uddin and Joynal Abedin stabbed him mostly and Kala
chand also joined thern in stabbing. As per his evidence arso, deceased
gave statement that they had dispute with the accused persons
regarding

shifting of bazat of which deceased was the president and in that respect
a case was pending. He proved his signature in the dying declaration.
During cross he stated that Ext 3 is his hand writing. He furlher stated
that the patient was brought to hospital with serious stabbed injury

mostly on abdominal part and the pulse, blood pressure etc were
recorded in hospital but it was not available in the case record. He had
admitted that the patient did not tell him that he was willing to give

dying declaration. Rather police requested him

to record dying

declaration. He did not remember who obtained the thumb impression
of the patient.

t7.

PW 8 Pulen Choubey was turned hostile. He denied

the statement made before police.

PW 9 Srikumar Aditya in his evidence stated that in

18.

the month of
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April,

1998 at around 7.0017.30 p.M while he was working

in his watch repairing shop, then he heard an alarm'bomb bomb'

and

then he closing his shop, left the place and on next day heard thatTamiz
'lg*t'

L+ .',nj8r

Uddin was attacked by sorle body due to which he died. During cross he
stated that he did not know who had killed Tamiz Uddin.

t9.

PW 10 Dr Rezzaul Hussain in his evidence stated on

4.4.1998 one Tamiz uddin Ahmed

in injured condition was taken to

BRPL hospital and at that time he was conscious and able to talk who
Contd...

(13)
gave his dying declaration in Assamese
in presence of Dr p.c. Borthakur.
Dr B.c Sarma, G.c. Deka of Dharigaon police
station and himself. In
the statement the injured Tamiz uddin Ahmed
stated that he was stabbed
by Amir Ali, Riyaz uddin, Joynal Abedin,
Kala chand, Kartick Dey and
Maser Ali. The injured gave clear statement
that he was stabbed mostly

by Amir

Ali, Riyaz Uddin and Joynal Ali

and accused Kala Chand also

joined in stabbing. The injured arso
stated that they wr:re opposing
shifting of the bazar of which he was the president
and in that respect
case was pending' He further stated that
dying declaration ,r/as

a

recorded

by Dr P.c. Borthakur and thumb impression was
arso takerr by Dr p.c.
Borthakur. He proved his signature in the dying
declaratrion. During
cross he stated that in Ext 3 it is not rnentioned
when the recording of
dying declaration started and when it was cornpleted.
Moreover, in Ext 3
the fitness certificate of the injured was also not given by
th:e concerned

doctor. He further admitted that in Ext 3 it is not
menl.ioned as to
whether the injured was in semi cornma and verbal
comma. He did not
remember whether any rerative of the injured was present
at the time of
recording dying declaration and in Ext 3 except the
signature of 3 doctos
and S'I of police, no signature of other person was
there.
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PW 11 Sarada Kumar Saharia, the then

Sub_

Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S), Bongaigaon in his evidence
stated
that on 30.12.1998 accused Muslim Ali was produced
befcrre him
for

recording his confessional statement

u/s 64 clp.c and accordingly
after cautioning him as per provision of 164 cr.p.c the aocused
was
1

given time for reflection tiil 4.l.1ggg. He further
deposed that again on
Clontd....

(14)

4'l'1999 the accused was produced
before

him for rr:cording his
confessionar statement
and accordingry on that
date also, after giving
3
hours time for reflection,
he recorded the confessionar
statement of the
accused. He proved the
confessionar statement,
Ext 7 wherein Ext 7(1)
,
Ext 7(2), Ext 7(3) and Ext 7(4)
are his signature. In
Ext 7 recorded as
confessional statement, Musrim
Ali stated that he and one Barek
from a
distance had seen that Amir
Ari and Jamir Uddin had cut TitmizUddin
with a knife and then out of afraid
he fled away.During crorss
he stated
that the accused was kept in
his chamber under observation
of peon
S'R'Deka' He admitted that he
did not record the time when
he started
writing confessionar statement
and when he finished the
same.

21.
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In this case as the

Investigating; Officers
Nirmalendu Bhattacharjee, Dipak
Kr Dewri and the then o/c Ajir
Kr
Sarma already expired, hence
one Hemanta Kr Neog the
then Second
officer of Bongaigaon porice station
who on 4.4.rggg was ar; Incharge
o/c was examined as he was familiar
with the hand writing of the above
Investigating officers. He as pw
12 deposed rhat on 4.4.1ggg while
he
was working as second officer
at Bongaigaon porice station
a,d on that
day as o/c Aiit Kr Sarma was
out of the porice station with regard
to
another case, hence he was as
Incharge o.c. on that day
at around
10'30 P'M one Hanufa Begum lodged
an FIR that her husba,d Tamiz
uddin Ahrned was stabbed by accused
Amir Ali, Riyaz

uddi,,

Joynal

Abedin, Kala chand, Kartick Dey and
Krishna chouhan in front of
Dutta pharmacy with sharp cutting
weapon as a resurt of vrhich he
sustained injuries and after the
incident the accused persons fled
away.
Contd....

( 1s)

Accordingry, he registered
a case being Bongaigaon porice
rstation case
no' 43/rggg u/s 146134r/307/326Ipc
and entrusted S.I. r\{irmarendu
Bhattacharjee to investigate
the case. He proved the FIR,
Ext g. He
agains stated that then o.c
Ajit Kr Sarma and Investigarting oficer
Nirmalendu Bhattacharjee arready
expired and he knew their hand
writing' on perusing the case diary
he stated that on being entrusted
to
investigate the case Nirmarendu
Bhattacharjee visited the prace
of
occurrence and recorded
the statement of the witnesses.
He stated that
before entrusting Nirmalendu
Bhattacharjee to investigate
the case,
knowing about the incident o.c.
Aiit Kr Sarma, TSI pram anat"nd,aBora,
Sadananda Haz,arika (deceased)
alongwith staff

visited the place of
occurrence. He stated that on
being shifted the injured from
BRPL to
Guwahati on the way the injured
died at about 12 mid,night o,
the very
night near Manikpur. on next
day, i.e 5.4.1ggg S.I. Anupram
Nath
conducted inquest on the dead
body vide Ext 9. He also proved
the
signature ofAnupam Nath as Ext
9(1). After

to Dhubri civil
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that the dead body was sent

hospital

for post moftem examination. During

investigation, the Investigating
officer Nirmarendu Bhattacharj,ee seized
a blood stained shirt of the deceased
vide seizure rist Ext L He furlher
stated that at BRPL hospital in presence
of S.I. G.c. Deka of Dharigaon
police station, the dying decraration
of the deceased was recorded by Dr
P.c' Borthakur and Dr R. Hussain (Ext
3). He proved the signature

of
s.I. G.c. Deka as Ext 3(5). The confessional
statement of the accused

Ali was also recorded and at the close of investigation
deceased
Dipak Kr Dewri submitted charge sheet, Ext
r0 against l0 accused
persons uls 302/34 Ipc. During cross
he stated that in F-IR Ext g
Muslim

it is

Contd...

(16)

it is not mentioned as to who took the thumb impression

of

the

informant. He admitted that in Ext g the name
of Muslim Ali is not
mentioned but

it is mentioned that many

others were there. He further

stated that in the seizure rist the time
of seizing shirt was not mentioned
and the seized shirt was not in torn condition.
The seized shirt was not
sent to FSL for serological test. He admitted
that in Ext 9 the inquest

report the name of

the accused persons are not mentioned rather it

is

mentioned as miscreants.
22.

In this case PWI the informantr wife of the deceased

clairned to be eye witness. She testified that hearing
hulla when she
rushed to the place of occurrence, found her
husband lying upon road.
Immediately they had taken the injured to BRPL
hospital where in front

of doctor and herself, the injured stated that the accused persons
had cut
him with dagger. During cross though she stated that she
had seen the

incident of cutting her husband by the accused persons
but again stated
that at the time of incident she was at home and hearing
huila when she
reached the place of occurrence, she had seen accused
persons fleeing
away amongst whom accused Jamir holding hand ofAmir
fled
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away. She
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clarified that except accused Jamir and Amir she had not seen
other
accused persons. She again stated that from dying
declaration of her
husband she came to know the name of the accused persons.
she further

stated that knowing about the incident, when she reached
the place

occurrence, she had seen her husband lying

in the

verandah

of

of Dutta

pharrnacy with cut injuries. Again once she stated that she had
fbund her
husband lying upon road and again stated that she found her in
the

Contd....
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of Dutta pharmacy. with the above discrepancies in
the
evidence of pw I herself regarding witnessing
verandah

the incident, it casts a
serious doubt about the veracity of her
evidence. on the other hand the
evidence of PW 2 who was in the market premises
at thattime, testified
that hearing fro,r one Biplab Biswas that
Tamizudin was inflicted cut
injuries by some miscreants, he went to the place
of occurrence and had
seen the injured lying and was dressing
by Dinesh Dutta. He stated that
after l0l15 minutes of his arrival, he had seen the
wif'e of the deceased

pw 2 had not seen the assailants,
how pw 1 who reached
the place of occurrence after pw 2, wourd
have seen the assailants
there. So when

and as

it is not believable that pw I had seen any assailant. pw pw
2
4
who were present in the market area at that time testified
that some
miscreants had caused injury to the deceased and
there was load
such

shedding at that time. Further so far the evidence
of pw 1 at the time of
incident her two years old son Mafizwas with
the deceased and seeing
accused persons attacking the deceased with
dagger labour Sakiron had
taken Mafiz therefrom fbr his safety and then hearing
hulla pw I came

to the place of

occurrence. This statement

admitted version that

I {t\

/t.\

*il$'rr''rliu's
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of pw 1 supported

her

in her statement u/s l6l cr.p.c before

Investigating officer she stated that while she was at home,
at about 7 .30
P.M Sakiron reported her that somebody had cut the deceased.
This
evidence clearly indicates that if any one witnessed the
fateful incident, it

is

Sakiran but she was not examined

Evidence of

PW I

by the Investigating officer.

creates serious doubt as to whether she had seen the

incident as claimed by her.
Contd....
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Prosecution case also relies upon
dying declaration
and confessional statement. pw I
the wife of the deceased stated that
in
her presence doctor recorded the dying
declaration of the deceased who
stated that the accused persons had
cut him by dagger. So, as per her
evidence the deceased had not crearry
mentioned the name of the
assailants. To prove dying declaration prosecution
examined pW 6 Dr

Binod ch Sarma and

pw

7 Dr prabin ch Borthakur.

pw

6 Binod ch

Sarma deposed that he alongwith Dr p.c.
Borthakur and Dr R. Hussain
recorded the dying declaration of deceased
Tamizuddin. According to
him, Tamizuddin Ahmed stated that he was stabbed
by Amir

Ari,
Riyazuddin, .IainalAbedin, Kala chand, Kartick
Dey and Maser Ali and
few others and also stated that accused Amir

Ari, Riyazuddinand

.Iainal

Abedin stabbed him mostly and Kara chand
also joined

them.

According to him, dying declaration was written by
Dr p.c. Borthakur.
Pw 7 Dr P.c Borlhakur stated that Mr Deka the porice personnel
requested him to record the dying declaration
but the patient did not tell

him that he is willing to give dying declaration and
after about half an
hour of recording statement, the patient was sent
to Guwahati. on
perusing Ext 3 the dying declaration it reveals that,
it was written in third
person as follows :

r)$
t.N
r'.\
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" Mr Tamir Uddin Ahrned said that

by following persons -

he was stabbed

$iJ,','o

(

West (Dongpar)

near maszid),

1) Mr Arnir

Ali (approx

age 26 years M), Dolaigaon

;

(2) Mr Riazuddin (approx age 30 years) (Dongpar

Contd....
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Tuniapar.

Dolaigaon.

(3) Mr Jainal Abedin (approx age 30
(4) Mr Kala Chand

(approx age 35-40 years)

(5) Mr Kartik Dey (approx
Colony.

with few others.

years)

age

40-45 years) New

(6) Mr Maser Ali (approx age 50 years) Tuniapar

MrAmirAli, Mr Riazuddin and Jainal Abedin
stabbed him mostly. Mr Kala Chand also joined them
in stabbing.

They were opposing shifting of the bazar in

which he is the president. They had some case regarding bazar shifting
also."

so

in the alleged dying declaration the deceased stated the name of the
assailants with their age and address and also stated about the
motive
behind the occurrence to be the previous enmity. Ext 3 contains the
thumb impression of the deceased mentioning that presently he is unable
to put signature.

',! $J

24.

At that juncture it will be convenient to advert to the

ti'yq:

. -c;,.,g prosecution case. The post mortem report (Ext 2) reflects that the
..i,1''l''; ^c*S'
deceased sustained eight numbers of serious injury over maxillary area,
lbry,,r..."
neck, chest mid clavicluar line, stab wound at upper abdomen inside
abdomen

of

just below ribs omentume expelled out, stab wound at lower

abdomen, stab wound at interior surface of liver, arms and abdominal
Contd...,
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cavity was full of blood and blood
clot and liver injury was serious
in
nature' The Medicar officer during
cross stated that aperson having
such injuries as of the deceased
may survive 4g hours and ability
to talk
with such injury may depend upon
the physical health. The alleged
incident took prace at around 7.r5r7.30 p.M
and deceased died on the
very night at 12.00 mid night. The
alleged dying declaration was
recorded at around 9.00 p.M.
All the pws stated that there was profuse
bleeding. Pw 4 stated that the injured
was not in a position to speak.
Moreover, when a person was attacked
by around r 0 persons with dagger
etc and sustained so much injuries
as of the deceased, how his wearing
seized shirt remained untorn.

25.

PW 7 Dr Prabin Ch Borthakur who
recorded the
dying declaration stated that police officer
requested hirn to record the

dying declaration but the patient did not
tel hirn that he is wiring to give
declaration. There was no request made
in writing. He further stated
that it took about one hour in recording
the statement and after

half

1$

!^ \\

/ tl'
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an

hour, due to critical condition of the patient,
he was sent to Guwahati.
Pw 6 Dr B'c Sarma who was present at the time
of recording dying
declaration stated that after about half an hour
of recording declaration,
the patient died. In the above, it creates
a doubt as to whether with such
major injuries on vital parts of the body, the deceased
made declaration
with age, address and motive of the assailants.

26-

In this case, the certificate of doctor that the injured
was in a fit state of rnind at the time of making
the declaration is missing
Contd....
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in Ext

3.

Further though

pw 6 the Medical officer in his deposition

Dr p.c Borthakur took the thumb impression of the
in Ext 3 dying declaration but pw 7 stated that he did not

stated that PW 7
deceased

remember who obtained the thumb impression of
the deceased. Further
though Pw 1 the wife of the deceased claimed that
she was present at the

time of making declaration but

pw 6 and pw 7 the doctor negates the

presence of any other person except themselves
and

sI G.c. Deka. In

the above coupled with narration allegedly made by the
deceased and
absence of fitness certificate, the recitals contained in
the statement do
not permit the consciousness of the Court to accept the dying
declaration,
Ext 3 as safe to act upon. Moreover, considering the injuries sustained

by the deceased, I have also grave doubt if the deceased was in position
a
to speak and made statement at 9.00 p.M. It is in the evidence pw
of
1
that DSP Laskar the porice personnel often visited her house. So the
deceased had good relation

with some police personnel. All

those

suspicious circumstance requires dependable evidence in corroborative

of the dying declaration. But there is no credible

evidence

in

that

respect. Prosecution alleged the motive behind the occurrence to be the
previous enmity regarding shifting of bazar. Enmity is a double edged
il

i. \\

\\

weapon. The manner in which dying declaration statement was recorded
creates a shadow of doubt on the fact of recording the statement and

r
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genuineness of the same.
27.

Besides dying declaration the prosecution

depends upon confessional statement

case

( Ext 7) of absconding accused

Muslim Ali who implicating accused Arnir

Ali and absconder
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Jamiruddin stated that from a distance he and
Barek had seen that Amir
and Jamir had cut lamizuddin with knife
and then seeing the incident

of afraid he fled away. So accused Muslim Ari incriminated
two
accused but exculpted himself. It is
welr settled that a

out

co_

confessional

statement made

llls

164 cr.p.c can not be used as a piece of
evidence
for any purpose against other co-accused. It can
be used only in support
of other evidence. In this case the other evidence as
discussed above

does not inspire confidence

of the court. Moreover when name of

Muslim was neither in the FIR nor in dying declaration
how he became
an accused in the case to record his confessional
statement. In the

case

in hand whatever recorded by the learned Magistrate (pw
ll) in Ext 7
was nothing but a statement u/s 164 cr.p.c as a
witness. Moreover
when admittedly due to load shedding,
took place,

it was dark when the incident
how it is possible for Muslim Ali to witness two accused

from distance.
28.

Apart from the above, the informant pW 1 in her

evidence stated that on the very night at around 10.00 p.M
she lodged an
FIR at Bongaigaon Police Station at 10.30 p.M implicating the
accused

persons and after two days she lodged another

dated 4.4.1998 indicating the present six accused persons
and one Maser

I\Y
ir\
/.

U

11

FIR. Ext I the FIR was of

Ali.
-r4
41 .:n:i

But here also a question arose as when she had seen accused Amir
fleeing away holding the hand of Jamir Ali, why in the FIR she did not

.rii J
- +.,,
.,;,lir"s" mention the name
tdb.
t+ir'lrr" /

of

Jamir

Ali.

Moreover when on the very night FIR

was lodged rnentioning the name of the assailants, what made necessity
to file another FIR after two days. Those cast suspicious circumstances
Contd....
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against the prosecution story.

In the light of the above discussions and evidences

29.

on record,

I

am of the considered opinion that the prosecution failed to
establish, by adducing substantive, reliable and cogent evidence that
none other then the accused persons caused the injuries to the deceased

resulting his death and

I

in

have no hesitation

concluding that the

prosecution failed to establish its case beyond all reasonable doubt and
the accused persons are entitled to get the benefit of doubt.

As a result, all the six accused persons namely Md

30.

Joynal Abedin, sri Krishna chouhan, Sri Kartick

ch Dey, Md Amir Ali,

Md Riyaj Uddin and Md Kalachand Sheikh @ Kalachand Mandal are
acquitted on benefit of doubt and set at liberty forthwith. Their bail
bonds shall remain in force

till next six months.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the
30'h day of

November,2}l7

.
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Judge
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Dictated and corrected by me,
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Bongaigaon
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APPENDIX
Prosecution witness:
PW I - Mustt Hunufa Begum.
PW 2 - Sri Dina Ranjan Chakraborty.
PW 3 - Md Hasen Ali.
PW 4 - Ram Ch Ray.
PW 5 - Dr Abani Kr Goswami.
PW 6 - Dr Binod Ch Sarma.
PW 7 - Dr Prabin Ch Borthakur.

PW8-PulenChoudhury.

PW 9 - SrikumarAditya.
PW 10 -Dr Rezaul Hussain.
PW ll - Sarada Kumar Saharia.
PW 12 - Hemanta Kr Neog.
Court witness

Nil
Defence Witness:
Nit.

1 Seizure list.
Ext-2 Post mortem report.
Ext-

Ext-3 Dying declaration of deceased.
Ext-4 Order passed by learned CJM. Bongaigaon.
Ext-5 Order dated 30.12.1998.
Ext-6 Order dated 4.1.1999.
Ext 7-Confessional statement.
Ext 8- Ejahar.
Ext 9- Inquest report.

Ext 10- Charge sheet.
Material Exhibit:
Ex A - Medical certificate.
Defence Exhibit:

Nil
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